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  1. What is ginger commonly used as?

As hangover treatment

As a spice or a medicine

As a food coloring

2. Where did ginger originate from?

Asia

Europe

America

3. What was the world production of ginger in 2016?

3.3 milion tonnes

4 milion tonnes

3.5 milion tonnes

4. Which country is the main producer of ginger?

India

Nigeria

China

5. What are the young ginger rhizomes used for?

To make candies

To make ginger herb tea
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Both are correct

6. What is ginger called in Burma?

Khing

Gyin

Ginger

7. What is Canton?

A ginger beer

A ginger-flavored liqueur

A ginger cake

8. Which side effects can ginger cause?

A lung infection

A rash

A tremor

9. Which part of ginger is used in cooking or medicine?

Rhizome

Ginger Leaf

Ginger Flower

10. Which plant is ginger similar to?

A reed

A sunflower

A rose
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Right answers

  1. What is ginger commonly used as?
  As a spice or a medicine
  2. Where did ginger originate from?
  Asia
  3. What was the world production of ginger in 2016?
  3.3 milion tonnes
  4. Which country is the main producer of ginger?
  India
  5. What are the young ginger rhizomes used for?
  Both are correct
  6. What is ginger called in Burma?
  Gyin
  7. What is Canton?
  A ginger-flavored liqueur
  8. Which side effects can ginger cause?
  A rash
  9. Which part of ginger is used in cooking or medicine?
  Rhizome
  10. Which plant is ginger similar to?
  A reed
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